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As a composite indicator to reflect the configuration of health care resources and 
hospital overall medical service quality, in the situation of the reform of public hospitals, 
shorten the average length of stay could be achieved to the rationalization of the 
allocation of resources, reduced the patient’s suffering and economic burden, Improved 
the hospital's social and economic benefits. Meanwhile, Xiamen was one of the national 
pilot cities on the reform of public hospitals. Based on this background, This paper was to 
explore reasonable hospital stay, in order to provide evidence-based basis for solving the 
problem of expensive and difficult in medical care, reducing the burden of disease of the 
patient, improving the comprehensive benefits of the hospital. 
Methods 
Chose hospitals based on data availability and recommendations of the health 
administrative competent department; used Xiamen City residents' health information 
systems to select the disease and gather information with reference of the ICD-10 disease 
codes; used mean and quartile spacing to describe length of stay and medical costs; 
compared difference between groups of hospital stay and medical costs with ANOVA or 
Kruskal-Wallis' rank sum test; used correlation analysis on average daily medical costs 
















This study collected 11,350 cases of patients’ Hospitalized information of seven 
diseases from five public hospitals in Xiamen City. Bronchial pneumonia patients was 
mainly infants and young children, its payment was mostly Self – Pay; other six diseases 
patients were concentrated in the young adult, its payment was mostly basic social 
medical insurance. Hospital stay and medical costs were different between five public 
hospitals. The reasonable hospitalization days of seven diseases were Viral Hepatitis 21.9 
(13.0,31.1) days, Appendicitis 7.2 (5.0,7.9) days, Gastric and Duodenal Ulcer 7.1 
(6.0,11.1) days, Bronchopneumonia 6.6 (5.3,7.3) days, Uterine Leiomyoma 12.9 
(9.0,13.0) days, Cesarean Section 7.6 (7.0,8.0) days, Normal Delivery 4.8 (4.0,6.0) days. 
Patients’ treatments were good within the scope of reasonable length of stay. According 
to the hospital stay above, medical cost of all diseases was reduced 6.361million Yuan. 
Conclusion 
It was scientific and feasible to explore reasonable hospital stay by using marginal 
medical cost, developing reasonable length of stay could effectively reduce the patients' 
medical expenses, and improve the comprehensive benefits of the hospital at the same 
time. 
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